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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a simple and original algorithm to
compute a three-dimensional simplicial complex topologically equivalent
to a 3D digital object V , according to the 26-adjacency. The use of this
adjacency generates issues like auto-intersecting triangles that unneces-
sarily increase the dimensionality of the associated simplicial complex.
To avoid these problems, we present an approach based on a modiﬁed
Delaunay tetrahedralization of the digital object, that preserves its topo-
logical characteristics. Considering the resulting complex as an input in
algebraic-topological format (ﬁxing a ground ring for the coeﬃcients),
we develop propositions regardless of the adjacency considered. These
potential applications are related to topological analysis like thinning,
homology computation, topological characterization and control. More-
over, our technique is susceptible to be extended to higher dimensions.
Key words: Digital volumes, simplicial complexes, topology character-
ization, tetrahedralization, AT-models.
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview of the Problem
The topology of a volumetric data set V can be studied through two main means:
either by directly working with a discrete representation of V and computing
combinatorial features, which are the coherent translations of continuous topo-
logical characteristics to the discrete space [26,27,18,28], or by considering a
topologically equivalent ”continuous” (cellular, simplicial, simplo¨ ıdal, etc.) ana-
log of V and computing topological numbers of this object [17,19,20,25]. The2 Jean-Luc Mari et al.
second approach is used in the theory of a digital volume’s AT-model, developed
in [14,11]. The AT-model theory has three main ingredients: binary digital vo-
lumes (the input datum), simplicial complexes (intermediary objects) and chain
homotopy equivalences (algebraic objects describing the AT-model of the vol-
ume). This method associates a simplicial analog to a binary digital volume
V , according to a 14-adjacency (a natural generalization to 3D of the hexago-
nal 6-adjacency in 2D). The power of this method lies in the use of algebraic-
topological techniques (specifying a ground ring for homology coeﬃcients) which
perceptibly improve the topological acuity provided by modern combinatorial al-
gorithms. More precisely, the AT-model method allows us to speak of cohomology
numbers in the setting of 14-adjacency digital volumes, increasing the number of
topological features of 3D objects that is commonly known by computer science
engineers: mainly, Betti numbers (globally computable), Euler characteristic (lo-
cally computable) and topological thinning (see, for example, the books [21,24]
for a survey of this question). Therefore, a question that is fundamental for AT-
model theory in order to progress in 3D and 4D digital spaces is the algorithmic
generation of a simplicial complex associated (in a more or less canonical way)
to a binary digital volume, using any common kind of adjacency and not only
14-adjacency (ﬁgure 1).
6-neighborhood 18-neighborhood 26-neighborhood 14-neighborhood
Fig.1. Four kinds of adjacency in Z Z
3: 6, 18, 14 and 26.
The main diﬃculty to have simplicial analogs as input entities for algebraic-
topological algorithms resides in producing such an object from a digital volume
and for any adjacency. To get a simplicial complex (cf. section 2) the most intu-
itive process is the following: the voxels are the vertices (0-simplices), the edges
consist in pairs of neighboring voxels, the triangles are composed of three mu-
tually adjacent voxels, the tetrahedra of four mutually adjacent voxels, and so
on.
In this article, we focus on the 26-adjacency as it is the most intuitive one.
Indeed, it seems natural to consider that voxels are neighbors when they are
connected, even by a single corner point. This rule is not applied in 14-adjacency,
and thus produces holed complexes even when original volumes are visually tight
(ﬁgure 2).
This paper is divided in four parts. In section 2, we introduce the context of
simplicialization and we discuss the speciﬁc problems caused by the 26-adjacency.
In section 3, we develop our approach and we detail how we use the DelaunaySimplicialization of Digital Volumes in 26-adjacency 3
Using 14-adjacency Using 26-adjacency
Fig.2. Drawback of 14-adjacency from a visual standpoint: a solid and tight volume
has holes when converted into a simplicial complex.
tetrahedralization as the starting point of the process. Some examples are given
in section 4 to validate the method, and ﬁnally in section 5 we describe applica-
tive contexts related to topological analysis.
1.2 Previous Work
The surface reconstruction problem is close but diﬀerent to the simplicialization
problem of binary 3D digital images using any adjacency relation, for which
there are eﬃcient solutions like the Marching Cubes algorithm [22] or a newer
approach topologically stable [16]. Essentially, surface reconstruction techniques
are important for visualization tasks and they provide us, in particular, triangle
models for the boundary of the 3D object. Algorithms that start from these
triangulations exist and permit to get tetrahedralizations of the whole volume [3].
On the other hand, numerous papers deal with the problem of tetrahedralization
of volumetric data sets [9,30]. The idea described in [6] is suitable for fast and
precise volume visualization. In [31], the authors present an interesting adaptive
technique that prevents cracks. [7] describes a simpliﬁcation method aiming at
removing poorly shaped tetrahedra. The approach described in [29] provides a
robust tetrahedralization. The latter can be applied to unstructured grids and
is efﬁcient for clipping operations.
An overview of volumetric meshing approaches can be found in [1]. An inter-
esting technique is presented as well, with the aim of meshing the inner volume
of a 3D object. Whereas this class of methods (based on a ”biting” algorithm)
produces quality meshes dedicated to ﬁnite element analysis, the topology is not
guaranteed because it does not take into account the neighborhood in a cubic
grid (these approaches deal with scattered data points, located on the surface of
an object and not in the volume itself).
Therefore no approaches exist for our speciﬁc problem and for the considered
adjacency. Generating a simplicial complex in other adjacencies than the 26 one
is obvious as no ambiguities prevent the construction of a set of tetrahedra.
Our interest in this paper is to handle general 3D simplicial complexes, in
order to later manipulate and thin them from a topological perspective.4 Jean-Luc Mari et al.
2 Basic Notions
A simplex is the convex hull of n + 1 points, n being the dimension of the
working space. In 3D, it is thus a tetrahedron as it is composed of 4 points. A
3-simplicial complex is made of vertices, edges, triangles and tetrahedra, i.e. all
simplicial entities of degree 3 (tetrahedra made of 4 points), 2 (triangles made
of 3 points), 1 (edges made of 2 points) and 0 (vertices) connected in a coherent
way: no edge of face crossings are allowed. Figure 3 shows on the left a simplicial
complex in 2D made of 6 points linked by 3 triangles and one edge. On the right,
it is not a valid simplicial complex because triangles and edges are crossing where
none of the 6 points are located.
Fig.3. Two simplicial sets in 2D: a complex (on the left) and an invalid entity (on the
right).
We focus on the way to produce an entity whose topology will be easy to
handle for further analysis. The method we develop in section 3 aims at getting
a simplicial complex from regular volume data in 26-adjacency and ensures that
the topology will be the same. Working on such a neighborhood holds issues that
are not found in 14-adjacency. But the 26-neighborhood seems more natural to
understand: when voxels are in contact, they are neighbors, without considering
a speciﬁc direction of connectedness.
3 Tetrahedralization Process
This section describes our approach of simplicialization in the frame of the 26-
adjacency. We clarify how the Delaunay tetrahedralization is used as a base of
our method. Then we develop the post processing step and the algorithm that
both lead to a topologically valid complex.
3.1 Using the Delaunay Tetrahedralization
Deﬁnition. In computational geometry, the Delaunay tetrahedralization [8] for
a set P of points in the 3D Euclidean space is the tetrahedralization DT(P)
such that no point in P is inside the circumsphere of any tetrahedron in DT(P).
Delaunay tetrahedralizations (that we will call D.T. from now on) maximize the
minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in the tetrahedralization; they
tend to avoid ”sliver” triangles. As a remark, the D.T. of a discrete point set P
corresponds to the dual graph of the Voronoi tessellation for P.Simplicialization of Digital Volumes in 26-adjacency 5
It is known that the D.T. exists and is unique for P, if P is a set of points in
general position; that is, no four points are on the same plane and no ﬁve points
are on the same sphere.
It is easily seen that for the set of four points on the same plane there is
no Delaunay tetrahedralization (in fact no tetrahedron at all, but two triangles
that are a degenerated tetrahedron). Moreover, if these points are cocircular,
the triangulation (and though the tetrahedralization if we consider degenerated
tetrahedra) is not unique: clearly, the two possible triangulations that split the
quadrangle into two triangles satisfy the Delaunay condition.
Discussion on the Framework. The Delaunay tetrahedralization seems to be
the most natural way to produce a valid set of tetrahedra. Given a cloud of points
in the 3D space, the output of the D.T. is a set of tetrahedra that ﬁlls the entire
volume bounded by the convex hull of the input points. These tetrahedra form
a partition of the hull, so that no room remains inside. Moreover, the output is
set like a compact simplicial complex of genus zero composed of one connected
component with no cavities, no matter what the initial volume looks like. In
theory, no tetrahedra are inter-penetrating.
In practice, according to the algorithm that runs to produce a D.T., dege-
nerations of the output complex can appear. In particular, the D.T. becomes
unstable when dealing with coplanar points, such as the ones found in the uni-
form grid of a digital volume. Indeed, in our speciﬁc case, coplanar points are
existent in each slice of an object as we work in Z Z
3 discrete space.
Figure 4 shows an example of such failures that are diﬃcult to eliminate: we
can see by transparency crossing edges in the middle, that leads to an invalid
complex as these additional vertices do not exist in the initial data-set. The
complex is then degenerated and its topological characteristics diﬀer from the
ones of a simple compact complex.
Fig.4. Example of an invalid complex generated by Denaunay tetrahedralization.
Implementation Issue. When one comes to implementation, the standard
software QHull [2] fails in the computation of a valid set of tetrahedra. The6 Jean-Luc Mari et al.
coupled algorithm could not deal with the input set of voxels, strongly in a non
general position. The resulting D.T. has many degenerated tetrahedra (mostly
inter-penetrating), even if we set optional parameters to consider cospherical
points, if we force the program to produce only non-degenerated simplices, or if
we proceed with joggled input coordinates by adding a random number (with
the aim of perturbing cospherical points).
To ﬁx degeneration issues in order to get a compact complex without holes
or cavities, we switch to another approach based on an incremental topological
ﬂipping method (ITF) that ensures to produce a valid tetrahedralization, even
if input points are coplanar of cospherical. This technique is implemented in
the program Regtet [5]. The strength of this software lies in an algorithm by
Edelsbrunner and Shah [10] for constructing regular tetrahedralizations with
ITF. At the start of the execution, a regular tetrahedralization for the vertices
of an artiﬁcial cube that contains the input points is constructed. Throughout
the execution, the vertices of the cube are treated in the proper lexicographical
manner so that the ﬁnal tetrahedralization is correct [4].
As this method gets through the fact that coplanar and cospherical point are
part of the input data, the resulting D.T. is not unique anymore. This is not
a problem because we seek a simplicial complex which is a good representing
element of the class of the possible complexes (keeping in mind that the topology
of the D.T. is not the object’s but its convex hull’s).
This provides an initial complex, a starting point for our method that is
intended to eliminate unwanted tetrahedra (and thus related triangles and edges)
in order to retrieve the topology of the input digital object.
3.2 Simplices Post Processing
To regularize the topology of the complex, we need to post process the D.T. to
remove triangles and tetrahedra whose edges are longer than
√
3. Indeed, this
value is the adequate threshold in the frame of a cubic grid. If two voxels are
distant from 1 unit, then they are 6-adjacent in the digital volume. If they are
distant from
√
2, then they are 18-adjacent. And if the distance between these
two voxels is
√
3, they are 26-adjacent. So any longer edge has to be removed to
preserve the topology induced by the 26-adjacency.
3.3 Algorithm
Let Vert be the initial set of vertices, and let Tetra be the set of tetrahedra
computed by the Delaunay tetrahedralization. We remark all the vertices of Vert
are in Tetra (because none of them are single due to the tetrahedralization) and
no tetrahedra are ﬂat (because Regtet’s technique produces no degeneracies).
Let Tri be the set of triangles that constitute all the elements of Tetra, and let
Edg be the set of edges that deﬁne both Tri and Tetra. Put as a pointer list, the
structures Vert, Edg, Tri and Tetra can be described as shown on ﬁgure 5.
The idea is to remove all edges longer than
√
3 and to apply the modiﬁca-
tions to the related triangles and tetrahedra. For example, a long tetrahedronSimplicialization of Digital Volumes in 26-adjacency 7
Vert Tetra Edg Tri
Fig.5. Links between Vert vertices set, Edg edges, Tri triangles and Tetra tetrahedra.
composed of 3 long edges and 3 short edges will have the long ones removed (and
the 3 related triangles as well), leaving the short ones to form the 4th triangle
(ﬁgure 6 on the left). If a triangle has 2 long edges, the removal will leave one
single edge (ﬁgure 6 on the right).
Fig.6. Two examples of edge removals. In a tetrahedron, one triangle remains (on the
top). In a triangle, one edge remains (on the bottom).
The resulting entity is a 3-simplicial complex composed of tetrahedra (those
whose edges are said short, i.e. of distances less or equal than
√
3), triangles
(the remainder of inconsistent tetrahedra), edges (the remainder of inconsistent
triangles) and sometimes vertices (when an edge is too long and related triangles
and tetrahedra are yet deleted, one or two vertices remain).
The algorithm (ﬁgure 7) is divided in 7 parts: starting with the list of vertices
Vert (the voxels of the digital volume), the tetrahedra Tetra are computed using
regular Delaunay tetrahedralization based on incremental topological ﬂipping
method (step 1). Then we extract edges Edg and triangles Tri from the tetrahedra
(step 2). Subsequently three new lists g Vert, g Edg and f Tri are initialized as they
will contain the single elements of the complex (step 3). All edges of Edg longer
than
√
3 are removed, as well as the related triangles and tetrahedra (step 4).
At this stage, Tetra is the set of remaining tetrahedra, and it constitutes the8 Jean-Luc Mari et al.
INPUT: list Vert of voxels
(1) Compute Tetra from Vert using regular Delaunay tetrahedralization
(2) Extract the lists of triangles Tri and edges Edg from Tetra
(3) Initialize empty lists for the future simplicial complex:
g Vert = ∅ , f Edg = ∅ , f Tri = ∅
(4) For all edges i in Edg
If Edg(i) >
√
3 then
• Remove all the related triangles in Tri
• Remove all the related tetrahedra in Tetra
• Remove Edg(i)
(5) Computation of the single vertices:
The points of Vert not in Edg are added to g Vert
(6) Computation of the single edges:
The edges of Edg not in Tri are added to f Edg
(7) Computation of the single triangles:
The triangles of Tri not in Tetra are added to f Tri
OUTPUT: simplicial complex SCompl = g Vert ∪ f Edg ∪ f Tri ∪ Tetra
Fig.7. Simplicialization algorithm.
pure 3-complex of the ﬁnal structure. To end the construction of the simplicial
complex SCompl, single vertices, edges and triangles are computed (steps 5, 6
and 7). For example, g Edg is the subset of edges in Edg that are not part of a
triangle of Tri anymore: due to the edge removal, some deleted triangles include
short edges that have to remain as part of the ﬁnal complex. Thus g Vert is a pure
0-complex, g Edg is a pure 1-complex and f Tri is a pure 2-complex. The union of
0, 1, 2 and 3-complexes forms the ﬁnal non-pure 3-simplicial complex, which is
topologically equivalent to the voxel-based discrete object.
4 Validation and Examples
We have applied this algorithm to three simple objects in low resolution: a horse,
a bunny and a rubber ring. The topology of the two ﬁrst objects is simple as they
present no holes, whereas the rubber ring is a one-holed volume. Initial numbers
of voxels are respectively 164, 129 and 335. The Delaunay tetrahedralization
produces respectively 791, 565 and 1707 tetrahedra to mesh the convex hulls.
For instance, the resulting 3-simplicial complex of the horse is composed of
1 vertex (because one voxel of the right hind foot is detached from the rest of
the volume and creates a second connected component), 12 edges, 1 triangle and
448 tetrahedra.
Figure 8 shows the obtained simplicial complexes, as well as three close-ups
of the horse’s.
We can notice that long and sliver tetrahedra produced by the Delaunay
tetrahedralization are not part of the ﬁnal 3-complexes, however edges and tri-
angles with compatible size are kept. This leads to structures with the same
topological features as the initial voxel sets. Indeed a simple set of tetrahedraSimplicialization of Digital Volumes in 26-adjacency 9
(a)
(b)
(c)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Fig.8. Simplicial complexes obtained for 3 examples: a horse, a bunny and a rubber
ring. Binary digital volumes (a, g, j), tetrahedralization of the convex hulls (b, h, k)
and resulting complexes (c, i, l). The frames (d, e, f) show close-ups of the horse’s
complex.
could not ensure such a concern when edges or triangles are needed. The exclu-
sive use of tetrahedra could connect parts that should not be, in the frame of a
uniform cubic grid and according to the 26-adjacency.
5 Simplicialization for Advanced Topological Analysis
As we have previously mentioned, the importance to ”simplicialize” digital vol-
umes and more generally nD digital images, lies in the fact that topological com-
putations (homology, cohomology, homotopy groups, cohomology operations,
etc.) in this context can be done in a straightforward and classical algebraic-
topological manner. In this section, we sketch the basis of the digital image rep-
resentation theory named AT-model (Algebraic Topological Model) theory and
we show the advantages it has with regards to previous techniques. This tech-
nique allows us to deﬁne and compute algebraic topological properties (such as
homology, cohomology, cohomology ring, primary cohomology operations, etc.)
in the context of discrete image analysis. The main steps of this theory are: a
”topology-preserving” simplicialization of the discrete volume and the determi-
nation of a special ”gradient” function on it.
It is well-known that the topological complexity of 3D objects can not be
reduced to determining integer homology groups. Therefore, a suitable repre-
sentation of the object is needed in order to progress in the computation of
more powerful topological invariants. R being a ﬁeld ﬁxed as coefﬁcient ring,
AT-model theory [14,15] provides us such a representation of a binary digital10 Jean-Luc Mari et al.
volume V in terms of a simplicial complex K(V ) ”canonically” associated to V
and a particular ”gradient” function φ on it [11]. An AT-model (V,K(V ),φ,R)
for a binary discrete volume V permits the topological classiﬁcation of the vol-
ume and is also a convenient tool for topological thinning, simpliﬁcation and
control tasks.
Deﬁnition of AT-Model. Let V be a voxel-based binary digital volume and
let us ﬁx the 26-adjacency to determine a topologically equivalent simplicial
complex K(V ). Let us denote by C(K(V );R) the chain complex canonically
associated to K(V ) with coefﬁcients in R and by d the diﬀerential operator of
C(K(V )). Let us remember that the operator d decreases the dimension by 1
and satisﬁes that dd = 0. The main idea behind the AT-model notion is that in
order to reconstruct K(V ) from its homology groups, we need a kind of alge-
braic inverse φ (called homology gradient) of the diﬀerential d. More speciﬁcally,
the operator φ : C∗(K(V )) → C∗+1(K(V )) of an AT-model of V must satisfy
the following conditions: φφ = 0 (2-nilpotence condition), φdφ = φ (ﬁrst con-
tractibility condition) and dφd = d (second contractibility condition). Using a
homological algebraic language, φ is a chain homotopy operator of a chain ho-
motopy equivalence (see [23]) connecting in a speciﬁc algebraic way K(V ) and
its homology H(K(V )). In order to compute this operator φ, several strategies
can be used [13,11,12].
Extending the AT-model approach to integer coeﬃcient is a little bit com-
plicated in a nD universe, due to the fact that in general the object can have
torsion in homology and it is impossible to reach a homology gradient φ but
only an operator with more relaxed conditions. We limit to say here that all the
general techniques of AT-model theory can be translated to this setting with-
out important changes and a deep topological analysis of the volume remains
possible.
To sum up, the AT-model technique provides us not only a deeper topo-
logical analysis (homology generators, cohomology ring, cohomology operations,
topological thinning, etc.), but also a reusable, ﬂexible and well-adapted repre-
sentation model to hierachical-based volumes and voxel-set operations like union,
intersection and diﬀerence [12]. Of course, a fundamental and compulsory step
in this technique is the process of ”topology preserving” simplicialization. It is
clear that it would be impossible to install classical algebraic-topological tools in
discrete imagery if we did not have eﬃcient simplicialization methods at hand.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
The purpose of the method described here is to provide a simplicial complex of
a volumetric data set in the frame of the 26-adjacency. The algorithm is based
on a regular Delaunay tetrahedralization to get a 3-simplicial convex hull in a
ﬁrst step, to which we apply a post processing routine in order to remove sliver
tetrahedra and to generate triangles, edges and vertices (respectively 2-, 1- and
0- simplices) that constitute the simplicial complex. The topology is retained andSimplicialization of Digital Volumes in 26-adjacency 11
thus we have debated about the potential application for advanced topological
analysis.
As future work, this algorithm is to be applied as proposed in section 5 to
topological analysis operations. First of all, topological thinning (that is already
eﬀective for 6-, 14- and 18-adjacency) will lead on to the primary application:
the obtention of a skeleton topologically robust in one hand, but morphologically
relevant in other hand. By detecting ending points, this structural entity will
be both a pertinent topological and shape descriptor. In the same way, our
approach could be used to link the boundary of an object and its volume’s
topology (by combining border triangles to inner tetrahedra). This could lead to
the supervised modiﬁcation of the boundary and the object’s topology. Finally,
nD extensions to topological control are to be considered, in particular in the
frame of video sequences (4D data sets). The other similar techniques are diﬃcult
to transpose to any dimension, while ours is easily adaptable: the D.T. can be
computed in nD and post-processing edge removals can be performed using
Euclidean distance in n dimension as well.
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